PART THREE
PRACTICAL HOME PLANNING
CHAPTER 9
HOME LANDSCAPING
A brief section on selecting a lot and landscaping the grounds
is necessary in a book about homes, because the home does not
stop at the walls of the house but includes the entire grounds.
SELECTING THE SITE
The objectives that are sought in all phases of home planning
should serve as a guide in the selection of a site for the house. The
site must function as regards convenience for the family. It should
be expressive of the same character as the house that has been
planned. It should in addition have some claim to beauty or dis-
tinction which will lift it out of the ordinary. Finding a site with
these requirements naturally takes a long time. With a definite
goal in mind the search is more likely to be successful.
The choice of a site is influenced by the character of the house
to be built. Exposed city lots are suitable for conventional, im-
personal, formal houses and planting. Suburban settings fit semi-
formal personal houses. Country acres are best for friendly, pic-
turesque, rambling, rustic houses. In other words, a city site de-
mands restraint, a suburban lot less restraint, and a country site
very little restraint. Dramatic settings, where both glass walls and
privacy would be possibilities, and where traditional houses would
not crowd them, are needed for very Modern houses. Sites that
agree with them in character should be found for traditional houses.
Topography suggests definite ideas. A flat lot implies conven-
tionality and formality; a hillside lot suggests irregularity and orig-
inality; a small sloping lot bespeaks intimacy; a hilltop with a view
connotes spaciousness and strength. A valley site is usually con-
sidered to be less desirable than one that is higher.
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